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Ann C. McGill 
1947RocklynDr 
Brunswick, OH 44212-4071 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

I do not want to pay more for a company bail out and less protection 
for me. Let them pay for their own lousy (supposedly stupid) consumer 
bill. 

Sincerely, 
Ann C. McGill 



William Lawrence 
245 Rains Cir 
Zanesville, OH 43701-6289 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
William Lawrence 



Julie Mcnally 
4481 Eastwood Dr Apt 17205 
Batavia, OH 45103-2471 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer • 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Julie Mcnally 



Crystal Mintz 
331 Camp St 
Sandusky, OH 44870-2227 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Crystal Mintz 



Brian Rader 
10851 Pomona St 
Miamisburg, OH 45342-4866 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

J do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Brian Rader 



Stephen Farmer 
369 Dutch Ridge Rd 
Portsmouth, OH 45662-8735 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major ajr pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confribufing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to ball out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Stephen Farmer 



Caroline Seyler 
13 Hickory Holw 
Blue Ash, OH 45241-3241 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to ball out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Caroline Seyler 



Janet Diefrich 
7867 Hunters Ridge Dr 
West Chester, OH 45069-2035 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Many other states are realizing the financial waste by bailing out 
their old coal plants and are actively developing renewable energy that 
creates jobs and prevents health and climate problems. Ohio needs to 
be on this leading edge. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confribufing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Janet Dietrich 



Faith Leibowitz 
132 Glen Cfr 
Worthington, OH 43085-4008 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Faith Leibowitz 



Mary &amp,' G. R. Hamilton 
3646 W 148th St 
Cleveland, OH 44111-3139 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

We do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on our dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Mary &amp; G. R. Hamilton 



Edith De La Fuente 
10310 Mayapple PI 
Broadview Heights, OH 44147-
3684 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Edith De La Fuente 



Edith De La Fuente 
10310 Mayapple PI 
Broadview Heights, OH 44147-
3684 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Edith De La Fuente 



Karen Wilson 
2298 Talon PI 
Marion, OH 43302-8268 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Karen Wilson 



Colleen McElligott 

OH 43214 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, wiU prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Colleen McElligott 



Edith De La Fuente 
10310 Mayapple PI 
Broadview Heights, OH 44147-
3684 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Edith De La Fuente 



Gre Mulvey 
10 Whites Rd 
Marietta, OH 45750 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Gre Mulvey 



Gre Mulvey 
10 Whites Rd 
Marietta, OH 45750 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Gre Mulvey 



Priscilla Mitchell 
737 Ridgewood Ave 
Hamilton, OH 45013-3201 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Priscilla Mitchell 



Keith Hamilton 
7723 Tylers Reserve Dr 
West Chester, OH 45069-8506 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Keith Hamilton 



Jason Graham 
PO Box 1653 
Kent, OH 44240-0031 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's ufilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Jason Graham 



Wayne Toven 
4619 Industry Rd 
Ravenna, OH 44266-9383 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Wayne Toven 



David Neuendorff 
2228 Scoftwood Ave 
Toledo, OH 43620-1102 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
David Neuendorff 



Paul Dillon 
9444 Stone Rd 
Litchfield, OH 44253-9702 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Paul Dillon 



Dallas Howard 
6824 Kristi Lynne Ln 
Toledo, OH 43617-1279 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Dallas Howard 



Nancie Beaven 
892 New England Ave 
Dayton, OH 45429-5921 

Jul 29,2014 • 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively Impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Nancie Beaven 



Christopher Hoot 
2765 Bailey Rd 
Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44221-2263 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Christopher Hoot 



Anthony Rampe 
14519 State Route 65 
Wapakoneta, OH 45895-9751 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Anthony Rampe 



Ellen Worthington 
4310 Churchill Blvd 
University Heights, OH 4411! 
3912 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and wafer. 

Coai, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Ellen Worthington 



Martha Baldoni 
731 Hickory St 
Perrysburg, OH 43551-2448 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Martha Baldoni 



Sherrie Rozniecki 
4845 Highlands Dr 
Delaware, OH 43015-7837 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while confribufing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Sherrie Rozniecki 



Barb Deleone 
518 Wring Dr 
Tallmadge, OH 44278-1520 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Barb Deleone 



Russell Chad well 
97 Regency Park Blvd 
Maineville, OH 45039-7950 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Russell Chadwell 



Dan Sponseller 
781 Park St 
Columbus, OH 43215-1868 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Dan Sponseller 



Joe Wolf 
1613 Hawthorne Dr Apt 8 
Mayfield Heights, OH 44124-3094 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

i do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Joe Wolf 



Ruth Ware 
1817 State Route 83 
Millersburg, OH 44654-9445 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Ruth Ware 



Keith Gragg 
108 E High St 
Mount Gilead, OH 43338-1432 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Keith Gragg 



Phoebe Borman 
525 Washington St 
Port Clinton, OH 43452-1934 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Phoebe Borman 



Laura Colston 
603 Wooster Pike 
Terrace Park, OH 45174-1037 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts foF'Goal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Laura Colston 



Karen Holub 
1013 Lee Rd 
Troy, OH 45373-1883 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

1 do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Karen Holub 



Janet Dubas 
6800 Northcliff Ave 
Brooklyn, OH 44144-4049 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Janet Dubas 



Diana James 
4216 Pennlyn Ave 
Dayton, OH 45429-2963 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Diana James 



Phyllis Oster 
1630 Juniper Dr 
Bowling Green, OH 43402-3485 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Phyllis Oster 



Kurt Kaptur 
14545 Madison Ave 
Lakewood, OH 44107-4325 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to ball out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Kurt Kaptur 



Toni Fader 
1694GrandleCf 
Cincinnafi, OH 45230-2211 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
^Id coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Toni Fader 



Jon Barlow Hudson 
POBox 710 
Yellow Springs, OH 45387-0710 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

The polar ice caps are melting. What more irrefutable evidence do you 
need? 

Sincerely, 
Jon Barlow Hudson 



Angela Stertz 
8007 Riverside Dr 
Dublin, OH 430J6-9521 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Angela Stertz 



Zella N is ley 
7555 Selby Rd 
Athens, OH 45701-9374 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Zella Nisley 



Karen and Robert O'Brien 
3947 Hill Park Rd 
Hilliard, OH 43026-8082 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Karen and Robert O'Brien 



Elaine Mcsweeney 
6062 Hildenboro Dr 
Dublin, OH 43017-1867 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Elaine Mcsweeney 



James Hufftnan 
1298WildwoodRd 
Toledo, OH 43614-2815 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
James Huffinan 



Jeremy Stubbs 
2372 Nichols Rd 
Hamilton, OH 45013-9346 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Jeremy Stubbs 



Marilyn Herbert 
101 Hickory Dr 
New Madison, OH 45346-9767 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Marilyn Herbert 



Victoria Parks 
3732 West St Apt 2 
Cincinnati, OH 45227-4305 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity In Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Victoria Parks 



Joanne Gerson 
7714StonehengeDr 
Montgomery, OH 45242-6206 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Joanne Gerson 



Betty Roof 
9302 McCracken Blvd 
Cleveland, OH 44125-2312 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Betty Root 



Steven Eusfathios 
1211 41st St NW 
Canton, OH 44709-1707 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal^ which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Steven Eustathios 



Richard Venables 
7051 DialRdSW 
Carrollton, OH 44615-9532 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Richard Venables 



Kathy Gough 
235 Edith Dr 
Middletown, OH 45042-3971 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
info our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Kathy Gough 



Marketa Anderson 
1548WPekinRd 
Lebanon, OH 45036-9786 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Marketa Anderson 



Jason May 

Troy, OH 45373 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and wafer. 

Coal,̂ 'Which-gener-afes nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's ufilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Jason May 



David Bolman 
602 S Poplar St 
Leipsic, OH 45856-1322 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
David Bolman 



Michael Lees 
142 1/2 Wis t Ave 
Columbus, OH 43201-3405 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. The increase in utility bills needed to pay 
for this will harm working families and jeopardize the small businesses 
in Ohio who rely on them as customers. What happened to all the small 
business rhetoric here? 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Michael Lees 



Dean Sieck 
2547 Bolton Rd 
Cleveland Heights, OH 4411: 
1202 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

First we gut green energy; then we preserve dirty coal on the public's 
money I When does the payoff to AEP and First Energy end?! I 

Sincerely, 
Dean Sieck 



Beverly Jones 
958 Beechwood Dr 
Tallmadge, OH 44278-2533 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Beverly Jones 



John Glaze 
271 Alaska St 
Dayton, OH 45404-1942 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
John Glaze 



Anna McCreery 
367 W 5fri Ave 
Columbus, OH 43201-3157 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible Is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Let's see some action to back up your talk about jobs - support Ohio's 
clean energy industry, not failing competitors! 

Sincerely, 
Anna McCreery 



John Schonher 
4818 Gifford Ave 
Cleveland, OH 44144-2949 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and fbey spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
John Schonher 



Randa Quale 
141 EasfDr 
Centerville, OH 45458-2417 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Randa Quale 



Melissa Simmons 
2742 Montana Ave 
Cincinnati, OH 45211-6037 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Melissa Simmons 



Nancy Burns 
1216 State Route 46 S 
Jefferson, OH 44047-9599 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Nancy Burns 



Mary Costello 
24 Northwood Dr 
Athens, OH 45701-1341 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's ufilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Mary Costello 



Matthew Dahlhausen 
34200 McAfee Dr 
Solon, OH 44139-1732 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Matthew Dahlhausen 



Ed Moritz 
17522 CrestlandRd 
Cleveland, OH 44119-1361 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Ed Moritz 



Lance Kruse 
451 Thurstin St Apt 206 
Bowling Green, OH 43402-1906 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Lance Kruse 



John Hauser 
5376 Marion Johnson Rd 
Athens, OH 45701-9234 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
John Hauser 



Janice Tinkham 
4115 State Route 7 N 
Cheshire, OH 45620-9609 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. I live within a mile of the Kyger Creek and 
see and live with their pollution every single day. Enough is enough! 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Janice Tinkham 



Sharon Havelak 
4147 Lancelot Rd 
Toledo, OH 43623-2517 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Sharon Havelak 



James Lewellyn 
3042 Penewit Rd 
Spring Valley, OH 45370-8787 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
James Lewellyn 



Douglas Jose 
1021 Omar PI 
Cincinnafi, OH 45208-3124 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Douglas Jose 



Deborah Kohn 
13800 Shaker Blvd 
Cleveland, OH 44120-1584 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

Wrong way to go, Ohio. 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants. Not only are these plants not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, they spew heavy metal 
particulates info our air and water. Coal generates nearly 70 percent 
of electricity in Ohio and causes terrible air pollufion and public 
health problems. 

What we need is financial support to develop CLEAN renewable energy 
sources. Ohio is a beautiful state to live in and to visit, and I want 
to see if stay that way. 

Please, put our money info our energy future and not into dragging old 
technologies out beyond where they can serve us well. 

Sincerely, 
Deborah Kohn 



Edward Anderson 
4765 Middletowne St 
Columbus, OH 43214-1975 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out thefr 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Edward Anderson 



Jill Griffith 
1345 W 111th St 
Cleveland, OH 44102-1528 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while confribufing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Jill Griffith 



Lu Roth 
65 Medbrook Way 
Columbus, OH 43214-3603 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to baii out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Lu Roth 



Mary Brown 
3987 Bennett Rd 
Morrow, OH 45152-9649 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Mary Brown 



Ben Barnes 
209 Gypsy Ln 
Youngstown, OH 44504-1857 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Ben Bames 



Joan Durham 
825 Eagle Run Dr 
Centerville, OH 45458-4098 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's ufilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Joan Durham 



Robert Verbryke 
12213 Lagoon Dr 
Curtice, OH 43412-9470 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

1 do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Robert Verbryke 



Sonia Solomonoff 
1901 Saddle Brook Cfr 
Wooster, OH 44691-1403 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Sonia Solomonoff 



Joan Lang 
3430 Rocky River Dr 
Cleveland, OH 44111-2954 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Joan Lang 



Georgann Hallenbrook 
24 Virginia Ln 
Athens, OH 45701-3681 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Georgann Hallenbrook 



Karyn Deibel 
166 W Como Ave 
Columbus, OH 43202-1028 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants and have me pay for it. These plants are not 
competitive with today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew 
toxic pollution into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Karyn Deibel 



Virginia Stone-Meyer 
3086 Hidden Brook Dr 
Ravenna, OH 44266-9053 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Virginia Stone-Meyer 



Fred Pierre 
3512 Darrow Rd 
Stow, OH 44224-4009 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: Help Solar, Not Coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

We can afford the switch to clean energy. We cannot afford to continue 
with polluting coal. I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' 
attempt to ball out their old coal plants on my dime. These plants are 
not competitive with today's market prices for elecfricity, and they 
spew toxic pollution into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Fred Pierre 



Patrick Uihlein 
2857 Victoria Ave 
Cincinnati, OH 45208-1432 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Patrick Uihlein 



Sandra Kluk 
3360 Dellwood Rd 
Cleveland Heights, OH 44111 
3405 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Sandra Kluk 



Emma Shook 
2854 Scarborough Rd 
Cleveland Heights, OH 44111 
4054 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Clean, breathable, unpolluted air should be a goal for all citizens, 
including those who are making lots of money from dirty coal. It is in 
everyone's best interest to have a livable environment. 

Sincerely, 
Emma Shook 



Neil Waggoner 
957 Hunter Ave 
Columbus, OH 43201-3423 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Neil Waggoner 



Laura Jarvis 
205 Standing Rock St 
Kent, OH 44240-2351 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while confribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Laura Jarvis 



Chris Perkins 
6202 Erie Ave 
Cincinnafi, OH 45227-2414 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Chris Perkins 



Judy Claffey 
15174 Hook Hollow Rd 
Novelty, OH 44072-9539 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Judy Claffey 



Joe Sirgo 
1380 Skyway St NE 
Canton, OH 44721-1653 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air In the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Joe Sirgo 



Shannon T 
266 S. Alpha 
Beilbrook, OH 45305 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while confribufing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Shannon T 



Gloria Wilson 
124 W Loveland Ave 
Loveland, OH 45140-2932 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Gloria Wilson 



Connie Gilt 
73695 Seminary Rd 
Kimbolton, OH 43749-9658 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Connie Gilt 



Ian Engle 
686 Riverview Dr Apt 15 
Columbus, OH 43202-1661 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Ian Engle 



Avery Lee 
892 Garver Rd 
Middletown, OH 45044-8923 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Avery Lee 



Sara Pandolfi 
165 Hollywood St 
Oberiin, OH 44074-1009 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Sara Pandolfi 



Mary Camele 
550 E Loveland Ave 
Loveland, OH 45140-2930 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Mary Camele 



Laurie Lavoie 
1624 Artman Ave 
Akron, OH 44313-7455 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Laurie Lavoie 



Ahprille Andrews 
6805 Mayfield Rd 
Mayfield Heights, OH 44124-2272 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Ahprille Andrews 



Laura Thomas 
2209 Crew Cir 
Dayton, OH 45439-3203 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Laura Thomas 



Amy Wilson 

Rio Grande, OH 45674 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while confribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Amy Wilson 



Nelsie Youngs 
3688 Gooding Rd 
Marion, OH 43302-8419 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. It's time to 
move on to cleaner energy and move away from the old techniques. 

Sincerely, 
Nelsie Youngs 



Beth Ann Buist 
PO Box 69 
Bluffton, OH 45817-0069 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while confribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Beth Ann Buist 



Erika Maki 
3668 Washburn St 
Whitehall, OH 43213-1763 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Erika Maki 



Nancy Kirwin 
1285 Bluff Ave 
Columbus, OH 43212-3722 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Nancy Kirwin 



Jill Dorsey 
7418 Texas Ave 
Mentor, OH 44060-3904 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Jill Dorsey 



Thomas Warner 
201 WildwoodCf 
Loveland, OH 45140-9359 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Thomas Warner 



Thomas Weigand 
133 Far View DrSW 
North Canton, OH 44720-4275 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Thomas Weigand 



Robert Vance 
1311 Beckett Ave 
Cambridge, OH 43725-2920 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Robert Vance 



Kathleen Morris 
181 E Beechwold Blvd 
Columbus, OH 43214-2107 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Kathleen Morris 



George Gitsoayka 
365 N Washington St 
Delaware, OH 43015-1265 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
George Gitsoayka 



Judith Miller 
15080 Van Tassel Rd 
Weston, OH 43569-9771 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Judith Miller 



Michael Mickelson 
PO Box 632 
Granville, OH 43023-0632 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's ufilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Instead of supporting 19th century energy production, support greener 
energy technology. Provide tax incentives for solar and wind. 

Support of the fossil fuel industry's agenda does not benefit the 
citizens of Ohio. 

Sincerely, 
Michael Mickelson 



Pj Lytic 
Fox Ave 
Paris, OH 44669-9794 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Pj Lyfie 



Barbara Brovarone 
2748 Sandy Lake Rd 
Ravenna, OH 44266-8282 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Barbara Brovarone 



Daniel Widrich 
8091 Cabinet Cfr 
Cincinnafi, OH 45244-2758 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Daniel Widrich 



Margaret Kohler 
5167 Olde Ridge Rd 
Sylvania, OH 43560-1882 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

You allowed the rollback of clean energy in our state and now you want 
the Ohio taxpayers to subsidize dirty energy ? I'm appalled. 

Sincerely, 
Margaret Kohler 



Nancy De La Garza 
5424 Westcastle Dr Apt F 
Toledo, OH 43615-2048 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Nancy De La Garza 



Darcy Nadler 
206 Halligan Ave 
Worthington, OH 43085-2616 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Darcy Nadler 



Nicole Marino 
10124 New Rd 
North Jackson, OH 44451-9708 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Nicole Marino 



Nancy Athanas 
2728 Goddard Rd 
Toledo, OH 43606-3055 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Nancy Athanas 



Nancy Dawley 
7497 Hosbrook Rd 
Cincinnafi, OH 45243-1756 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

Ohio should be spending its money for renewable energy, NOT to continue 
using ancient, pollufion-producing coal plants. 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants. These plants are not competitive with today's market 
prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution into our air and 
water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Nancy Dawley 



Carol Woodring 
327 State Line Rd 
East Palesfine, OH 44413-8761 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. Business should be managed properly to 
account for upgrades and re-invest in themselves. This is a public 
company with investor dollars. Investors don't need such large 
dividends if the company is to remain viable. They need to pay, not I 
!! IThese plants are not competifive with today's market prices for 
elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollufion into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while confribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 
I am sitting here with a hole in my former land and had to sell if due 
to improper enforcement by ODNR and coal mining. Clean up your mess, 
enforce your laws before you start charging the public for commercial 
venmres to be paid for by ME!!!!!!!!! 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 
NO, NO, NO! 

Sincerely, 
Carol Woodring 



Herman Carach 
31 Majestic Ct 
Canfield, OH 44406-1669 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Herman Carach 



Ronald Hedrick 
170 Old US Highway 33 
Shade, OH 45776-9610 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Ronald Hedrick 



Jim Gragel 
970 Canyon View Rd 
Sagamore Hills, OH 44067-2294 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Jim Gragel 



Mark Simcoe 
2348 Glenside Ave 
Norwood, OH 45212-1246 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Mark Simcoe 



Melissa Elbrechf 
162 Oak Dr 
Franklin, OH 45005-5811 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Melissa Elbrechf 



Linda Gallam 
34980 Lorain Rd 
North Ridgeville, OH 44039-4451 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Linda Gallam 



Anne Durkalski 
319 Riverside Ct 
Kern, OH 44240-2349 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Anne Durkalski 



Suzie Debolt 
584 S Shore Ct 
Vermilion, OH 44089-1936 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Suzie DeboU 



James Helm 
82 Kendal Dr 
Oberiin, OH 44074-1904 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I oppose Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their old coal 
plants at my expense. These plants are not competifive with today's 
market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution info our 
air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. We now have 
better options. 

Sincerely, 
James Helm 



Larry Durkalski 
319 Riverside Ct 
Kent, OH 44240-2349 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Larry Durkalski 



Valerie Crews 
3129 Walden Ravines 
Columbus, OH 43221-4641 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Valerie Crews 



Judy Price 
3200 Glendale Ave Apt 96 
Toledo, OH 43614-2499 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Judy Price 



Terra Britt 
722 E Main St 
Loudonville, OH 44842-1353 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Terra Britt 



Cynthia Brickner 
2401 Cass Rd Apt 119b 
Toledo, OH 43614-3119 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Cynthia Brickner 



Judith Johnson 
7996 Erie Ave NW 
Canal Fulton, OH 44614-9362 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Judith Johnson 



Randy Greenbaum 
262 N Chillicothe St 
PlaiaCity, OH 43064-1048 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

As well, when the carbon tax issue is passed we will pay again for 
supporting the filthy coal plants. This money would be better spent 
converting to renewables or even nuclear plants for fUmre electric 
producfion. 

Sincerely, 
Randy Greenbaum 



Susan Yurchuck 
5612 Maphef St 
Cincinnafi, OH 45227-1212 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Susan Yurchuck 



John la Follette 

Columbus, OH 43219 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
John la Follette 



Kathy &amp; Donald Rynbrandt 
37451 Hunters Ridge Rd 
Solon, OH 44139-2534 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while coritributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Kathy &amp; Donald Rynbrandt 



Jack Brunotts 
8325 Valor Rd Unit K 
Columbus, OH 43235-1541 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: Please no bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Jack Brunotts 



Amy Schumacher 
4127MiddlebrookDr 
Beavercreek, OH 45440-3311 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Amy Schumacher 



Bob Shields 
743 Terry St 
Cincinnafi, OH 45205-2139 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

-Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Bob Shields 



Webb Wiggins 
405 W College St 
Oberiin, OH 44074-1444 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coai 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, In addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Webb Wiggins 



Sandra Pucillo 
6146 Cumberland Ct 
Mentor, OH 44060-2440 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Sandra Pucillo 



Eric Rausch 
845 Prince William Ln 
Westerville, OH 43081-1925 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Eric Rausch 



Kathy Nolan 
7257 Kirkdale Dr 
Blacklick, OH 43004-9454 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while confribufing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Kathy Nolan 



Scott Zorc 
1355 Fox Run Dr 
Willoughby, OH 44094-3424 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Scott Zorc 



Alan Heise 
3990 Bobo Rd 
Beaver, OH 45613-9409 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

These older coal power plants are too old to keep functioning. These 
plants should be retired and not kept functioning. Please work toward 
retiring these older coal plants and require the elecfric companies to 
build newer more efficient power plants for our future use that will 
keep our air cleaner. 

Sincerely, 
Alan Heise 



Whitney Kyle 
942 S Rooseveh Ave 
Bexley, OH 43209-2543 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Whitney Kyle 



Heidi Maibom 
2200 Madison Rd 
Cincinnafi, OH 45208-2658 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info Our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Heidi Maibom 



Chris Armstrong 
5133 County Road 237 
Vickery, OH 43464-9707 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Chris Armstrong 



Victoria Loschiavo 
727 Coralberry Ln 
Madison, OH 44057-3172 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to ball out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
info our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Victoria Loschiavo 



Patricia Opaskar 
3406 Hollisfer Rd 
Cleveland Heights, OH 44111 
1328 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog, and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Patricia Opaskar 



James &amp; Ruth Farthing 
602 E Weisheimer Rd 
Columbus, OH 43214-2231 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
James &amp; Ruth Farthing 



Sigune Dueck 
8 J.F. Kennedy Street 
Hamburg, OH 45890 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Sigune Dueck 



Amy Lawrence 
3815 Doty Dr 
Toledo, OH 43613-4201 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Amy Lawrence 



Richard Crawford 
2341 Tytus Ave 
Middletown, OH 45042-2386 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Fund clean alternative energy PLEASE! 

Sincerely, 
Richard Crawford 



George Marsh 
192 Saint Francis Ave Apt 12a 
Tiffin, OH 44883-4412 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I firmly oppose Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and—much worse—they spew toxic 
pollufion into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, causes 
major air pollufion and assails public health, especially of those 
living close to coal burning sites, while confributing to climate 
disrupfion. Ohio's heavy reliance on coal produces some of the most 
toxic air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is inhumane public policy that, in addifion to 
costing Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing 
dangerous emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

You have the authority—and the moral responsibility—to contribute to 
public and environmental health with your denial of funds to these 
dirty coal plants. I urge you on behalf of innocent victims of lung 
disease, and the plants and water that coal ash contaminates, to stop 
supporting these plants. 

Sincerely, 
George Marsh 



Terri Moore 
1279 Avondale Ave 
Columbus, OH 43212-3411 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

We need to look toward the future and stop clinging to the past. 

Sincerely, 
Terri Moore 



Joanne Aubrey 
221 S Rooseveh Ave 
Columbus, OH 43209-1827 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out thefr 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Joanne Aubrey 



Betty Raubenoh 
414 Stewart Dr 
Fremont, OH 43420-9298 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while confribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Betty Raubenolf 



Julia Johnson 
2245 Bristol Rd 
Columbus, OH 43221-1203 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Julia Johnson 



Tom Lynch 
3412 Maize Rd 
Columbus, OH 43224-3261 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Tom Lynch 



C. Renee Emrick 
3450 W Laskey Rd Unit 2 
Toledo, OH 43623-4018 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's ufilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
C. Renee Emrick 



Sara Crosby 
207 W Weber Rd 
Columbus, OH 43202-1926 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Sara Crosby 



Nicholas Bullett 
391 E Jeffrey PI 
Columbus, OH 43214-1713 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury. 

Sincerely, 
Nicholas Bullett 



Alexandra Still 
378 Reamer PI 
Oberiin, OH 44074-1408 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Alexandra Still 



Pamela Garver 
8545 W South Range Rd 
Salem, OH 44460-7203 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Pamela Garver 



Russ Foster 
44570 County Road 75 
Conesville, OH 43811-9712 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

1 do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Russ Foster 



Ernest Montoro 
7724 Broadview Rd 
Parma, OH 44134-6704 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Ernest Montoro 



Dawn Grattino 
806 E 300th St 
Willowick, OH 44095-4749 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out thefr 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing darigerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Dawn Grattino 



Kenneth Jordan 
2167SohnSf 
Cincinnafi, OH 45219-1426 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
info our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soof, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth Jordan 



Johannah Hupp-Clark 
22900 Caves Rd 
Gambler, OH 43022-9786 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Johannah Hupp-Clark 



Patricia Foxall 
5428 E 129th St 
Cleveland, OH 44125-3243 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Patricia Foxall 



Ian Wolf 
1940 Fairfax Ave 
Cincinnati, OH 45207-1906 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Ian Wolf 



Laurie Michaels 
2953 Neil Ave 
Columbus, OH 43202-2035 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
info our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while confribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Laurie Michaels 



Margaret Mead 
Lorain Rd 
Fairview Park, OH 44126-1924 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Margaret Mead 



Jerri Dahler 
430 Bellevue St 
Marietta, OH 45750-2701 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

It's time for the Coal Industry to update its processes, for the 
benefit of the people who pay its bills! And, it's fime for our 
government to stand up for the citizenship that pays its bills! 

Sincerely, 
Jerri Dahler 



Barbara Pappas 
439 Engelwood Ct 
Powell, OH 43065-7927 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not compefitive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Barbara Pappas 



John Alge 
1600 27th St NW 
Canton, OH 44709-3333 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilifies' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew foxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
John Alge 



Darrell Victor 
1127 Broadview Blvd 
Dayton, OH 45419-3704 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negatively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Darrell Victor 



Helene Willson 
10136 Haga Ridge Rd 
Stewart, OH 45778-9409 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew foxic pollufion 
info our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Helene Willson 



Tressa Merriman 
596 N Napoleon Rd 
Lima, OH 45801-8707 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject; No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for electricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and water. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Tressa Merriman 



Mark Arnold 
364 Morral Kirkpatrick Rd W 
Marion, OH 43302-9771 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollufion 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negatively impact public health 
while confributing to climate disruption. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio elecfric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollufion. 

Sincerely, 
Mark Arnold 



Dr. Luther Penn 
9273 Hidden Valley Ct 
Mentor, OH 44060-7323 

Jul 29,2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's elecfric utilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competitive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
into our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of elecfricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollution and negafively impact public health 
while contributing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nation. 

Ohio's ufilifies' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addition to costing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Luther Penn 



Loma Hurd 
552 Deerwood Dr 
Tallmadge, OH 44278-2008 

Jul 29, 2014 

PUCO Commissioners 

Subject: No bailouts for coal 

Dear PUCO Commissioners, 

I do not support Ohio's electric ufilities' attempt to bail out their 
old coal plants on my dime. These plants are not competifive with 
today's market prices for elecfricity, and they spew toxic pollution 
info our air and wafer. 

Coal, which generates nearly 70 percent of electricity in Ohio, is 
known to cause major air pollufion and negafively impact public health 
while contribufing to climate disrupfion. Due to Ohio's heavy reliance 
on coal, we have some of the worst air in the nafion. 

Ohio's utilities' request to bail out coal plants that are no longer 
economically feasible is bad public policy that, in addifion to cosfing 
Ohio electric customers more, will prevent Ohio from reducing dangerous 
emissions of carbon, soot, smog and mercury pollution. 

Sincerely, 
Loma Hurd 


